Savanna Explorer website  www.savanna.org.au

This website provides a comprehensive overview of the landscapes, plants and wildlife of northern Australia and the people who manage the country. Informed by the Tropical Savanna CRC’s large network of researchers and practitioners this website is your first stop on the web for accurate and comprehensive information on this amazing region of Australia.

Topics covered include: people and culture, plants and animals, waterways and wetlands, landscapes and climate, fire, weeds and ferals. The site features authoritative text, stunning images, movies, slide shows and personal accounts from the people who live in and manage Australia’s tropical savanna country. The website also has information on other savannas around the world including those of Eastern Indonesia.

Landscapes along the Savannah Way

John Ludwig and John Courtney (due 2007)

This booklet is a stimulating guide to the landscapes and land managers encountered by travellers of the “Savannah Way” that stretches from Cairns to Broome. With contributions from leading researchers and knowledgeable land managers, Landscapes along the Savannah Way is authoritative and accessible. Full of striking images, this is a must for tourists, tour guides and anyone interested in one of Australia’s most memorable journeys.

Termites of Northern Australia

By Alan Andersen, Peter Jacklyn, Tracy Dawes-Gromadzki and Ian Morris

Termite’s of Northern Australia is an attractively illustrated popular account of these fascinating insects, and will be useful to the many thousands of people – tourists, students, amateur naturalists and researchers, who visit the tropical savannas each year and marvel at termites. Produced by CSIRO and the Tropical Savannas CRC, Published by Barker Souvenirs. 44 pages.

$10

Tropical Topics: Interpretive lift-out on Natural History

Written, edited and produced by Stella Martin

This interpretive newsletter for the tourism industry was published by the Qld Environmental Protection Agency. “Orange” issues focused on the tropical savannas and natural history of the region. Six issues full of excellent illustrations were produced featuring mammals, birds, reptiles, woodlands, termites and wetlands.

$12

Fire on the Savannas: Voices from the Landscape

Edited by Dennis Schulz (1999)

Profiles the views of different fire managers who have to live together in north Australia. Offers a great insight into the people behind fire management in the north. Based on interviews conducted at the CRC’s fire management workshop held in March 1998. 24 pages.

$12